Notes:

Existing conifer hedge

N

Proposed buildings

1.

New access track to have a rolled stone surface with grass verges as
shown, wider on bends and to allow for passing.

2.

See separate specification and schedule for planting details.

3.

Individual tree planting to be feathered or heavy standard trees, planted
into prepared pits and staked - native species around perimeter, more
variation within the site, detailed arrangement of species to be
determined on site.

4.

Woodland edge planting to be native species transplants at 1.5m
centres, with some feathered trees.

5.

Hedge Type 1 to site perimeter, outside access track, to be double
staggered row of native species. Hedge maintained to an ultimate
height of 3m.

6.

Hedge Type 2, to inside of access track, to be double staggered row of
beech, maintained to an ultimate height of 2m. 1.2m high green mesh
windbreak fencing to be erected between the hedge and the track to
provide some shelter for the plants and initial screening until the hedge
becomes established.

7.

Woodland edge and hedge planting to be protected from rabbit damage
by individual plant shelters - see specification.

8.

All planting to take place within the November to March planting
season, establishment maintenance for five years after planting to
include replacement of dead or failed plants.
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Rev. B, April 2016 - revised line to SW boundary
Rev. A, April 2016 - trees added to NW corner

50m
project

New section of path with relocated raised
brick beds and new tree planting, to
replace lost area of garden
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